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DISCUSSION 1: MILLENIUM 
1. Which of the views on the millennium do you lean toward? Is that a strong or soft stance? 
2. What are a couple of the arguments or reasons that have most convinced you of that 

position, or made the other positions more problematic in your mind? 
3. How does your view of the millennium affect your beliefs, worldview, thoughts, or actions? 
4. What was one piece of hope or encouragement, one thing you can respond to or apply, or 

one challenging thought related to the two weeks overviewing Christ’s return and his 

kingcom? 

 

 

DISCUSSION 2: CHRIST’S RESURRECTION 

1. Why is our resurrected, embodied state (not a “spiritual,” disembodied state in heaven) the 
ultimate goal? Why is that significant? 

2. Is it misleading to talk about heaven as our home or goal rather than a new earth? Why or 
why not? 

3. How is our resurrection (spiritually and physically) tied to Christ’s resurrection? 
4. What does it mean that Jesus’ resurrection is the firstfruits? 

 

 

DISCUSSION 3: PRACTICING RESURRECTION 

1. Why should the resurrection of Jesus motivate us toward holiness? How do we practically 
apply that? 

2. How might Christ’s resurrection—and ours with him—encourage us in trials, sickness, 
pain, sorrow, or discouragement? 

3. How should the resurrection of Jesus embolden us to live courageously and faithfully in the 
here and now? 

4. What is one thing from this week (the text, sermon, or discussion) that stood out to you 
that you need to respond to or apply this week? 

 

 

RESOURCES 

• “6 Practical Reasons to Study Eschatology” by David Murray at Ligonier.org 

• “Why the Last Things Matter for All of Life” by Stephen Witmer at thegospelcoalition.org 

• “The Cross is Central but Incomplete” by Dustin Crowe at indycrowe.com 

https://www.ligonier.org/posts/6-practical-reasons-study-eschatology
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/why-the-last-things-matter-for-all-of-life/
https://indycrowe.com/2019/04/19/the-cross-is-central-but-incomplete/

